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ABSTRACT

Much research has been conducted previously on the direct physical costs
and the economic effects of changes in operating criteria and design paramaters for deep-well waste disposal systems. However, many important
considerations, such as the evaluation of risk in the design and operation
of a disposal well, have received less attention. This study addresses these
concerns by examining the probabilities and costs of potential wasteinjection well failure data, which are important to both industrial and
public policy decisionmakers who need to assess the genuine economic
feasibility of this disposal method.
In addition to identifying the direct costs of deep-well waste disposal,
the study ( 1) illustrates ways in which a decisionmaker might quantify
the risks associated with waste injection in an attempt to make these
contingent costs explicit, and (2) presents computations for the indirect
costs of uncertain risks by using an expected value technique and applying it to several hypothetical circumstances.
Key Words: Waste Disposal Methods, Deep-Well Waste Disposal, I njection-Well Disposal, Subsurface Waste Disposal, Environmental Risk

INTRODUCTION
Deep-well waste injection is the disposal of waste materials into subsurface reservoirs by injection through a deep well. Subsurface reservoirs
consist of permeable material surrounded by layers of impermeable rock.
In the most favorable cases, these reservoirs are "vaults"-there will be
virtually no migration of fluids from within the reservoir to its subsoil
environment. Deep-well injection began as a method to dispose of brine
that has been separated from crude oil. It was natural for the oil industry
to take advantage of the storage potential of the empty wells found in
oil fields. Other industries whose wastes were expensive to treat (as in
chemical or radioactive wastes) soon saw the potential for cost savings
and began dumping certain wastes in underground areas through deepwell injection. In the early 1970's, the number of chemical/radioactive
material injection wells was approximately 300-400 [an Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) estimate quoted in the San Francisco Chronicle,
1979]. Currently the brine wells in operation number more than 40,000.
Although brine wells are much more numerous than industrial waste
wells, they are notthe primary concern here. There has been considerable
experience with the injection ofthis liquid, which indicates that problems
associated with brine injection are minor. In addition, brine is not a
foreign substance to the underground storage reservoirs. In fact, areas
suitable for storage of industrial waste usually are partially filled with
brine-compatible fluids (salt water). That brine which is separated from
crude oil is merely being returned to its original environment in a somewhat stronger concentration. However, experience with industrial waste
injection is rather limited, and the number of waste injection wells has
only recently become significant (Figure 1).
Citizens, environmental groups, and government officials have been concerned with the recent increase in the number of disposal wells. However,
chemical companies, refineries, and metal products companies will likely
show increasing interest in deep wells for waste disposal (Figure 2) because of stringent surface disposal regulations and the widespread geologic feasibility (existence of subsurface storage vaults of permeable rock
or sand) of subsurface disposal east of the Rocky Mountains (Figure 3).
The objective of this study was to fill a gap which currently ex'ists in both
economic and technical literature dealing with deep-well waste disposal.
To date, much research has been conducted concerning the mechanical
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feasibility, operation, and desirability of this form of waste disposal
[Rima, Chase, and Myers, 1911]. The direct costs of industrial waste injection wells have been compiled through a survey of existing facilities
[Warner, 1972]. Symposia addressing the environmental impacts of waste
injection have been held [Cook, 1973;Walkeretal., 1975]. Sophisticated
mathematical simulation models have been constructed to estimate and
evaluate the economic consequences of various operating conditions
[Malina and Moseley, 1971 ]. Various authors have reported the potentially destructive side effects which might resu It from the operation of a
deep-well waste injection facility [Evans and Bradford, 1969 and 1970].
Legal implications of deep-well waste injection also have been discussed
at length [Walker and Stewart, 1968]. These studies have described and
documented the widespread adoption of well injection as an effective
waste disposal technique. While understanding of the technology of successful deep-well waste disposal has been enriched, there is one facet that
begs to be examined further-the potential cost of unsuccessful waste injection. No well is perfectly safe but all wells are presumably subject to
a very low probability of failure. Because of the potential environmental
destruction resulting from waste contamination, however, the unlikely
event of waste well failure must be confronted.
The possibility of well failure is important to both the industrial and
public policy decisionmaker. Since the legal structure imposes some degree of liability on the well owner, a well operator cannot ignore this
contingent danger and must consider the risk of well failure in the design
and construction of the well.
The policymaker also will have an interest in the environmental impacts
of waste injection wells. The practice of industrial waste injection is still
relatively new, but its economic desirability and the consequent increase
in its use are demanding that policymakers compose rules and guidelines
from a position of substantial uncertainty. Without benefit of historic
data to evaluate, officials are being asked to make decisions which may
be binding for decades.
It may be interesting to speculate on why noearlierattemptstoquantify
contingencies have been made. One tentative explanation may be found
in the methodology of research. A popular rule of thumb is to attack the
easy problems first, leaving the more difficult ones for later. Experience
has proven this to be an effective rule in most applications. Where the
complex problems may have overbearing consequences, however, this
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decision rule is inapplicable. One can easily imagine an instance where
the potential hazards of deep-well injection might far outweigh the small
direct cost savings of this alternative. This was the case in an instance described by Sheldrick [1968]. An individual firm was aware of faulting in
the area in which it proposed to inject wastes. A U.S. Geological Survey
of the proposed well site indicated that local conditions required a more
costly well design in order to achieve the desired safety parameters. These
new cost data were sufficient to induce the firm to abandon drilling plans
and to seek alternative disposal techniques.
Another possible explanation for the lack of studies dealing with the
contingencies of deep-well waste injection is the problem of uncertainty
per se. Typically, the benefits (costs) of a project are evaluated in terms
of some single outcome (median or modal) to the exclusion of other
possible outcomes. Such myopic decisionmaking often results from the
decisionmaker's refusal to consider any element that has an uncertain
payoff since the magnitude of such a payoff is unknown. However, the
contention here is that any attempt to quantify uncertainties is preferable to no attempt. As Reutlinger [1970] said, we "recommend that the
best available judgments about the various factors underlying the cost ...
of the project be recorded ... and aggregated in a mathematically correct
manner to yield a probability distribution of the ... net present worth
of the project" [p. xi]. As long as the underlying estimates are reasonably
made by those persons closest to the problem, and as long as the component estimates are aggregated in a technically correct manner, the consideration, specification, and quantification of uncertainties will simplify
the decisionmaking process for an industrial firm or a government agency.
The specific objective of this study, therefore, was to examine the costs
and probabilities of waste injection well failure. "The Direct Costs" (p.
7) examines the direct, explicit costs of deep-well waste disposal. "Uncertainty as a Cost" (p. 12) illustrates the ways in which a decisionmaker
might quantify the risks associated with waste injection in an attempt
to make those contingent costs explicit. "Risk and Cost Measurement"
(p. 23) demonstrates the computation of the indirect costs of uncertainty
by using various hypothetical circumstances.
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THE DIRECT COSTS
This section is concerned with attempts to determine the direct cost of
a deep-well injection system and has the objective of establishing an approximate range for the physical costs of a typical disposal well. The indirect costs are examined later in this report.
The total cost of a deep-well waste injection system is dependent upon
its specific location and may vary greatly from the cost at some other site.
A major factor influencing well cost is the suitability ofthe local geologic
environment (see Figure 3). All else equal, an injection well constructed
in an area well-suited to subsurface disposal will cost less than a well of
comparable capacity constructed in an area of poor suitability. Components of th is cost variability include the amount of pretreatment required
and the required depth of the well. Beyond these direct costs are other
less visible costs, including potential damages to persons or property (generally a function of proximity to population or industrial centers) which
could resu It if well failure occurred. Well failure occurs when the injected
waste matter escapes the storage area and contaminates subsurface resources or precipitates seismic activity.
One of the most ambitious attempts to determine injection well costs
is the 'Warner Survey'" [Warner, 1972]. An eight-page questionnaire was
mailed in 1971 to the owners of 246 industrial waste wells. This was a
complete survey of all known wells and included many inoperative wells.
One of the questions concerned the well costs and asked for the total
costs of construction and the operating costs. Although responses on
this portion were generally disappointing (less than half of the respondents answered th is section), some cost data can be extracted from the
fully completed questionnaires.
At the top of the cost range are several deep, high-capacity wells. The
most expensive well, which cost $500,000 to drill and equip, handles a
waste byproduct of a steel plant and injects the fluid to a depth of 4,304
feet. Another expensive installation is another steel plant which cost
$450,000 and deposits wastes at a depth of 4,308 feet. Two other very expensive injection wells ($340,000 and $480,000) were constructed to inject chemicals to a depth of 6,665 feet. These large wells were constructed
in the mid-1960's; the cost figures therefore understate the present cost
of comparable facilities because there have been no adjustments made
to reflect inflation or construction price increases. Other than these large
7

wells, average injection well costs are approximately $100,000 at an average depth of 3,000 feet. Operating expenses, including power, personnel,
and routine maintenance, range from $100 per year for a $19,000/2,400foot well to more than $65,000 per year for the $450,000/4,308-foot
steel plant waste well. Yearly maintenancecostsforthe$100,000/3,000foot well average $10,000.
Although the figures quoted above may sound large, the general feeling
among industry analysts is that deep-well waste injection systems usually
represent a least-cost alternative yielding substantial savings. Dean [1965],
in discussing the Chemstrand-Pensacola disposal well, states that "aside
from maintenance, the only incremental cost is electric power, so it is
predicted that the cost of waste disposal by this method will be only
about one-tenth of the cost of disposal by bio-oxidation" [p. 254]. Warner [1972] reports that this particular well cost only $50,000 to construct.
Another approach to estimating the costs of deep-well disposal systems
was taken by Malina and Moseley [1971] who look at the physical components of an injection well (Figure 4) and break the system into five
subsystems-pretreatment, pumps, distribution, well, and reservoir. Using
a mathematical simulation technique, they construct a simulation model
representing cost parameters of the five subsystems, specify functional
linkages, and derive cost functions for each subsystem.
Figure 5 shows the results of simulation analysis involving total capital
cost as a function of flow rate at several casing head pressures. Computations based on this model [Malina and Moseley, 1971], yield a total cost
of $224,000 for a waste-disposal well operating a flow rate of 400,000
gallons per day (gpd) and requiring a pressure of 600 pounds per square
inch (psi). This cost figure fits nicely within the range of capital costs
surveyed by Warner [1972].
Probably the best estimate of disposal-well costs may be obtained from
a cost analysis furnished by a company specializing in the design and construction of industrial wells within the U.S. [Davis, 1975]. Total estimated costs for a 4,000-foot disposal well were $371,415, including a
10-percent contingency amount. This was a fairly high-capacity well with
a 360,000-gpd limit and a maximum casing head pressure of 2,000 psi.
This estimate also falls within the range of well costs quoted in the "Warner Survey" [Warner, 1972].
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The analysis of waste-injection well costs of operation has given some idea
of the amounts involved. The initial (capital) costs of a waste injection
system run from $25,000 to $500,000 with an average of $150,000.
Direct operating expenses range from several hundred dollars per year
to $65,000. Pumping rates vary from 30 to more than 700 gallons per
minute (gpm) and average 300 gpm. Corresponding wellhead pressures
range from 0 (at gravity-fed wells) to 2,000 psi.
In addition to the above direct costs, other indirect costs to deep-well
waste injection warrant closer study. One such group of costs might be
called indirect operating costs. Although not the subject of this study,
these costs, including such expenses as drilling exploratory wells or wells
used to monitor underground pressures and contamination levels, could
be important to decisionmakers. Such costs should be allocated in areasonable manner (for example, on a basis of volume pumped) to successful
disposal wells currently in operation. Another indirect operating cost is
the cost of any I itigation necessary to initiate or to defend injection operations. These costs should also be included by decisionmakers in total
costs.
Another significant group of indirect costs of deep-well waste injection
and the subject of this study may be termed "costs of contingencies."
These costs are often overlooked in the planning stage because they are
uncertain and represent no real resource flow. Rather, they represent the
expected value of costs due to losses from specific and unlikely, uncertain
outcomes. They are roughly figured as the expected average loss from
each outcome times the estimated probability of that outcome.
To understand the nature of these uncertain, potential costs and why
they are rarely considered, the economist's concept of "externality"
must be considered. In the economic literature, the concept of ''costs"
does not pertain merely to a firm's outlay or monies actually spent in
acquiring some resource; the concept is used in its broader sense to encompass both "opportunity'# costs and "external" costs. Opportunity
costs pertain to the cost (value) of opportunities given up in order to
pursue the selected alternative. External costs denote those costs which,
although caused by actions of a firm, are borne by third parties. The most
common example is pollution. When an industrial concern dumps a waste
byproduct into a stream, it is effectively shifting costs of proper waste
treatment onto all downstream water users. Part of the "true" costs are
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now borne by parties external to the firm which is generating "externalities.''
An understanding and appreciation of externalities is necessary to justify
any inquiry into the economic feasibility of deep-well waste injection.
Without the concept of external costs, one would be forced to conclude
that waste injection is always economically feasible. The overwhelming
empirical evidence offered by the existence of so many wells implies that
such wells were perceived to be feasible, given the decision set of the
firm. However, the decision set of the firm may not correspond to the
true decision set of society. In other words, a firm tends not to consider
all the relevant costs in its evaluation of alternative disposal strategies.
Specifically, it omits from its decision calculus those external costs which
it can pass on to others.
How and why are owners of deep wells allowed to pass along external
costs? In general, the principle of external costs is closely related to
the concept of property rights rules. It is possible, in theory at least, to
eliminate externalities by changing the rules (laws). If rules of ownership were all-inclusive (there is no common/unowned property) and wellspecified, then any pollution would be analogous to dumping waste in
someone's backyard; such an act would not be allowed without compensation. Conversely, if liability or ownership rules were poorly specified
or if there were common (unowned) property, then the ability of an injured party to seek relief would be greatly impaired.
In the case of subsurface waste disposal, as pointed out in a review of
the legal issues [Walker et al., 1975], "legal precedent concerning subsurface ownership is unclear and does not clearly indicate the likely outcome of a property rights conflict between the injector and another landowner" [p. 15]. To the extent that the liability rules are unclear, disposal
owners may be able to shift costs to adjacent landowners who would
share the risk of well failure with the well owner. In the event of contamination, anything less than full economic restoration to landowners
would be a cost to them. Disregarding the actual damages which might
be suffered, landowners who are subject to some risk by the presence of
a nearby waste injection facility can only preserve the value of their property by securing adequate insurance. This, too, is costly.
There is a second reason why some costs of deep-well disposal may be
shifted onto third parties. The consequences of well contamination (real
10

or potential) affect the many residents of lands surrounding a deep-well
site, while the benefits of lower treatment costs are concentrated on the
well owner. Even if a well owner were to assume full liability, certain
levels of injury (threshold limits) exist, below which it may not be rational
for a landowner to instigate legal action against a polluter. Even though
aggregate damage suffered by all landowners may be significant, the specific damage for each individual may not be enough to warrant the cost
of initiating litigation. These "tolerated'' external costs may be regarded
as transactions costs.
It should now be clear why one might question the economic feasibility
of deep-well disposal. It seems possible, if not likely, that those evaluating
alternative waste disposal techniques might be systematically misled intq
selecting a disposal technique whose principal virtue is that it does not
reflect all the relevant costs.
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UNCERTAINTY AS A COST
The indirect costs of waste injection are considered in th is section. These
indirect costs are contingent costs that do not involve current resource
flows but rather are the expected value of such flows-the probability
of the unlikely event of well failure times the value of loss of such an
event. The perspective taken here is that of an interested decisionmaker
who seeks to consider all the relevant costs of deep-well waste injection.
Th is might be either a well owner facing strict and full liability or a public
policy decisionmaker balancing social costs and benefits in the context
of a poorly defined legal structure.
The first step in a consideration of contingent costs of deep-well waste injection systems is to identify the possible consequences of system failure.
Stallman [1973] lists five possibilities:
1. Pollution of groundwater supplies;
2. Pollution of surface water supplies because waste fluids are discharged by upward leakage into streams;
3. Changes in permeability caused by thermal, chemical, and
mechanical alterations of the rocks-such changes make it difficult to predict future subsurface flow regimes;
4. Land subsidence and/or earthquakes;
5. Possible contamination of mineral resources, including fossil
fuels.
Several of these five consequences were combined to produce a more
manageable list of three. Surface water supplies were combined with
groundwater supplies and considered together to represent the total supply of water for drinking and recreation purposes. The first part of #4
(land subsidence, or more broadly, any surface damage) was combined
with #5 (contamination of mineral resources) and #3. The rationale for
this combination is that the market value of surface property will reflect
both the surface conditions and subsurface mineral conditions, assuming
of course, that land titles include mineral rights.
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Recapping, the three categories of possible consequences of wel I-injection
are:
1. Pollution of water supplies through upward or lateral migration of the waste flu id;
2. Increased seismic activity because of increased subsurface pressures [see Colorado School of Mines Quarterly, 1968];
3. Land or subsurface mineral contamination through upward
to lateral migration of the waste fluid.

I. Economic Magnitudes
A. Pollution of Water Supplies
Deep-well waste injection involves the potential pollution of both groundwater and surface-water supplies with potential serious economic losses.
It is difficult, however, to place values on such losses. Early attempts at
the valuation of water resources were unsophisticated. In 1953 the InterAgency Committee on Water Resources [1953] conducted a study which
relied on the market value of potable water to derive economic values.
The study did not address the problem of evaluating the intangible benefits of water but assumed that the price of water for drinking was a rough
estimation of its value in all other uses. Since 1953, progress toward
more sophisticated valuation procedures for water resources has been
slow [Abel and Tihansky, 1973].
Among the methods for measuring water resource benefits are market
studies, alternative costs-of-control, willingness-to-pay surveys, and the
Delphi technique. While some of these more sophisticated techniques
have proven useful in particular applications, all have weaknesses and in
general applications, are not clearly superior to the more common market pricing technique. Since the emphasis in this research was on the
process of quantifying uncertainties, no attempt to gain a rigorous treatment of the valuation of water supplies was made. Rather, the objective
market prices paid by households and firms for their water supplies were
used.
In the case of water supplies for public consumption, this study specified
that the loss would involve the contamination of a complete freshwater
13

reservoir. To estimate the economic value of this loss, the volume of
underground water was multiplied by the average price paid by local residents for that water. A further assumption was made that the contamination would gradually disappear as the reservoir was naturally recharged
with clean water. The decontamination process was assumed to occur
uniformly throughout some time period-10 years, for example. With a
normal recharge period of one year, therefore, the total magnitude of
loss would be equal to the discounted value of each year's loss. The first
year's loss wou Id be 90 percent of the reservoir (90 percent of the recharged water having been contaminated); and so on until the tenth and
last year in which only 10 percent of the recharged water would be lost.
The relationship can be represented mathematically as:

where:
V w = economic value of potential losses of freshwater supplies;
= measure in gallons of the amount of freshwater supplies

U

in the vicinity of the deep-well injection facility; and

=

D

average retail price of water.

Additional terms must be added to incorporate the time dimension. With
t indicating the year (t = 1, 2, ... 10), and r the discount rate, the discount term can be represented by ( 1 + r)·t. The yearly recharge loss factor is portrayed by:
(1

+..!.-.£).
n
n

Multiplying the discount and recharge terms by the gross reservoir value
and summing over some duration (e.g., 10 years), the maximum total loss
equals:

(vwax)
10
~

t = 1
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With an unspecified contamination period, n:

n
1 t
vmax=L (1+r)-t·(1+---)·(UtDt)
w
n n
t = 1
Note that the final equation allows for considerable changes in the basic
assumptions. For example, if it were felt that contaminated areas could
not be used until completely ( 100 percent) clean, the recharge term could
be eliminated froni the equation. If informed estimates of the decontamination period were closer to 25 years, the recharge parameter cou Id
simply be changed to show t = 1, 2, 3, ... 25. "Risk and Cost Measurement'' (p. 23) demonstrates the effects of making such alternative assumptions. These specific calculations are tentative with more attention
paid to technique than to numerical precision. Any distortive effects
should be minimized when using the technique to compare alternative
well disposal sites.
B. Land or Mineral Contamination
Deep-well disposal systems use underground storage areas which are bordered vertically by areas of considerably less permeability and porosity.
These containing layers of rock are intended to prevent migration of
waste fluids into areas of vulnerability, surface or subsurface. There is
some risk because of the probability that a fracture may develop in the
containing layers and allow the unwanted migration of fluids. This may
occur randomly or because of the increased subsurface pressures and
temperatures. If migration of waste fluids continues to the surface, land
use may be impaired. Underground lateral migration may also cause loss
since the waste fluid may pollute underground mineral or petroleum
resources.
There is also a chance of increased underground pressures finding release
(and expulsion of contaminants) through existing well shafts. This may
be through the disposal well itself, as was the case in the Hammermill
Paper well in Erie, Pennsylvania. In this case, injection tubing corroded
and allowed the escape of 150,000 gallons per day of waste fluid until
the well was capped. The well spewed spent sulfite liquor into Lake Erie
for three weeks before it was sealed.
The surface may also be contaminated through underground pressure
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' release from an abandoned and improperly capped nearby oil well. This
was experienced in Port Huron, Michigan, where industrial waste injected
in Ontario caused seepage from abandoned oil wells.
Placing an economic valuation on the risk of land or mineral contamination involves several steps. First, one must define the area of risk. This
will involve constructing a circle with the well site at the center. The
exact shape of the danger area, as well as the extent of the area (radius
of the circle), will depend on particular local hydrologic/geologic conditions.
For an economic valuation of the danger area, the decisionmaker may
resort to actual local appraisals or to estimates based on actual land prices
in the area. However, gross land values calculated in th.is manner must
be further discounted before they can be included in a decision analysis.
Since land cannot be destroyed (it can only be contaminated), dealing
with gross land values would make little sense. Therefore, to calculate
the economic loss of land contamination, the gross property values were
discounted to the annual rental value. A common rule of thumb values
property at 10 times its rental income; therefore, rental losses from contamination (actual and imputed) were estimated at 10 percent of the
gross land value. Loss of the complete rental value was specified as the
worst case. A ten-year period of decontamination was assumed. This
example considered unimproved land-real property improvements that
are endangered by seismic activity are discussed below. The value of the
maximum loss,
for land contamination can be portrayed in general
as some function of RAi:

vrax

I

where:
Aj

area in acres of the danger zone which surrounds the jth
well; and

R

average value of an acre of real property.

The functional relationship specified as the rental value, and gradual decontamination is incorporated, appropriately discounted. Hence, if n = 10
years:
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or stated generally:
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C. Increased Seismic Activity
Deep-well waste injection may increase the likelihood or frequency of
earthquakes. The relationship between increased subsurface pressures
and seismic activity was first brought to attention in 1962 when the
U.S. Army began deep-well injection of toxic wastes (byproducts of
poison gas and insecticide manufacture) at the Rocky Mountain Arsenal
near Denver. Shortly after injection had started, the area experienced
seismic activity, the first noticeable in more than 80 years. An exploration
geologist determined that the 710 earthquakes reported since injection
had begun appeared to be statistically correlated with the fluid injection
pressures at the disposal site [Evans, 1965]. The number of earthquakes
appeared to move systematically with volume and pressure.
Subsequent studies of the data have verified the existence of a causal link
between waste injection and seismic activity [Healy et al., 1968; Pickett,
1968]. An extensive empirical study of injection well-induced earthquakes in a different area of Colorado was undertaken in an attempt to
further identify the causal mechanism [Raleigh, 1973]. The results of
this study of the Rangely oilfields indicated that high bottomhole fluid
pressures precipitate the release of stored energy (stress) in the form of
seismic activity: ' 1 fluid injection relieves a fraction of the frictional resistance to shear fracture and earthquakes result" [Raleigh, 1973, p. 273].
Raleigh concludes that "injection wells should be located at a safe distance from large faults'# [p. 278] and also suggests that bottomhole pressures be monitored continually and reduced if any seismic activity results.
Quantifying magnitudes of possible losses due to injection well-related
seismic activity presents several problems. First, there is probably some
threshold level of earthquake, say 2-3 on the Modified Mercalli scale,
below which seismic activity does not produce measurable effects. No
17

property damage results and inconvenience is minor. Because of the
measurement problem involved in this type of seismic activity, no attempt was made in this study to assign economic values to risk involving
these small tremors.
Another problem involves the identification of a key economic variable
to use as an index in assessing economic loss. Normally, real property
value is used as the best measure of damage. It omits losses of personal
property, which are normally small relative to real property losses. It also
does not include any measure of the value of loss of human life. First, it
is extremely unlikely that an injection-related earthquake could cause a
fatality since experience indicates that these types of earthquakes are
not severe. Second, the life-property loss ratio from natural disasters has
declined over the years [Dacy and Kunreuther, 1969] to the point where
even high life loss estimates {say, based on gross lifetime earnings) are
not significant when compared to real property losses. This reasoning is
based on those conventional methods for estimating the value of a human
life that would be used, for example, in a court action for damages. Specific circumstances might require different techniques for valuing life.
In the instance of seismic risk, the problem of a decontamination period
is not relevant. The potential damage from earthquakes consists of the
values of existing real property-buildings and improvements-which can
be lost only once.
The value of property exposed to risk of seismic activity is the value of
threatened structures in the immediate area of injection-the value of
real property improvement, ti. Vs is the potential value of loss due to
injection-related seismic activity. In general, Vs will be some function
of /i, real property improvements in the vicinity of the injection point:

The economic losses from all three possible contingencies can now be
estimated:
1. For water systems:

n

vmax
w
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2. For land or mineral contamination:
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3. For risk of seismic activity:
\1-max

s

= /i

D. Probabilities of Occurrence
To analyze probabilities of occurrence, the sources of uncertainty must
be identified. The failure of a deep-well waste disposal system can be
traced to ( 1) human error, (2) mechanical failure, or (3) hydro logic/
geologic occurrence. It is probable that certain types of failures are more
closely associated with certain types of contingent occurrences. For
example, the human error of pumping at excessively high wellhead pressures might be more closely associated with the triggering of earthquakes
than with the other possible disasters. To investigate the causal interrelationships between the three sources of risk and the three possible
outcomes would be highly technical and would go beyond the scope of
this research. In this study, the simplifying assumption was made that
the sources of uncertainty generate contingent outcomes with equal probability. Thus, the separate probabilities originating from the three sources
(human, mechanical, geologic) can be added together.
This will yield the probability of some generalized well failure which may
originate from at least one of these three sources. Because these probabilities have intersections (a well failure-inducing error may be human
and mechanical, human and geologic, etc.), the simple summation of the
p'r obabilities is inadequate. Therefore, probability intersections must be
subtracted in order to avoid double counting. After this adjustment, the
probability of occurrence of a generalized well failure is left. This aggregate risk factor can then be applied to all the contingent outcomes and
the results added to achieve the final, expected cost figure.
This might be better understood if additional notation is introduced. Let

ph, pm, pY represent the probabilities of human, mechanical, and geologic
failures, respectively. The aggregate probability of well failure, pwf, is
the adjusted sum of these component probabilities:
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pwf

= ph

+pm+ pU -ph+m -ph+g -pm+g + ph+m+g

To compute the expected value of uncertainty, E(U), for injection wells,
the aggregate probability of well failure is multiplied by the value of estimated losses:
E(U)

= p wf

(vmax
w

+ Vimax
+ vmax)
I
s

11. Human Error

Determining the probabilities of human error in a deep-well waste injection system shou Id begin with an identification of the various human
tasks involved. In this step, all the maintenance and normal operating
procedures must be analyzed to isolate the human functions which are
subject to error.
The information upon which estimates of task reliability are based may
be generated internally by the well operators who may have historic information regarding previous similar disposal installations or may rely
on industrial/reliability engineering departments to furnish such data.
Another possible source of information is An Index of Electronic Equipment Operability: Report of Development [Payne and Altman, 1962].
This study specified the success rates for a variety of simple activities. A
combination (successive multiplication) of all the component probabilities for the whole well operation will yield an overall "task reliability."
Table 1 presents a representative calculation of simple task reliability
from that study.
It is obvious that the inherent probability of human-induced well system
failure can vary among different disposal operations, depending on the
tasks involved in system test and maintenance. It is also clear that an
industrial firm contemplating the construction of a disposal well system
might gain significant savings (reductions in expected losses) by an attention to safety and simplicity in the design phase. One of the advantages
to a quantification of uncertainties, as attempted in this study, is that it
enables the well designer to make informed decisions regarding the cost
effectiveness of safety measures. It is noteworthy that the benefits of
safety (or the burdens of risk) are recurrent, whereas the outlays required
for such safety measures often represent an initial capital investment
only.
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111. Mechanical Error
In assessing the probability of well system mechanical error, a first estimation may be found in noting the recorded instances of well failures
caused by mechanical breakdowns. A firm experienced in deep-well waste
disposal would have some information available internally. Better data
could be obtained from published studies or from the records on well
operations maintained by the appropriate regulatory authorities.
A second approach to estimating the probability of mechanical error is
based on the prior estimate of human error. Industrial engineering studies
of failure have shown that, uin general, about 80 percent of the defects
found during the production of complex systems is attributed to human
error'' [Harris and Chaney, 1969]. This figure is supported by surveys
[Meister, 1961; Rook, 1965; Shapiro et al., 1960] of missile systems failures which indicate that as many as 20-25 percent of final system failures
were caused by human error. This is after prior inspection and acceptance
testing has screened out most of the obvious human errors.
The predictions of human error can be used to generate estimates of
mechanical error. The statement that 80 percent of failures are caused
by human error is equivalent to the statement that 20 percent of failures
are mechanically induced. Thus, the probability of mechanical failure
should approximate 1/4 of the probability of human error. In this manner, both sets of probabilities might be generated from a single set of
task reliability data.
IV. Hydro logic/Geologic Failure
The probability of disposal well failure caused by hydro-geologic occurrence is perhaps the most difficult of the three causes to assess because
of the variety of hydro-geologic variables and the immense influence
which well placement has on the presence of risk. Since the principal
type of accident would probably involve natural faulting allowing underground waste migration and subsequent contamination, the risk can be
expected to vary strongly with and inversely to the proximity of the well
to fault areas. Location of a disposal well directly over an area of frequent
faulting is clearly more risky (and hence more costly) than location over
a more geologically stable area.
By referring to documents describing local geologic conditions, potential
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well operators or regulators can determine the presence or absence of
faulting areas. A further refinement could come from consulting seismic
risk maps. With these as a guide, probabilities for hydrologic/geologic
failure can be estimated.
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RISK AND COST MEASUREMENT
In this section, the general techniques for quantifying uncertainty discussed in the previous section are applied to various hypothetical circumstances. The figures developed are purely illustrative and are not to be
taken as meaningful in themselves, but they do indicate how a decisionmaker might attempt to quantify the risk associated with waste injection.
A proper computation of the cost of uncertainty generated by deep-well
waste disposal can only be done by evaluating a particular disposal site
in light of all the local information about such factors as water quantities, property values, etc.
The expected value of uncertainty, E(U), is the probability of well failure times the value of resources endangered, or:
E(U)

= pWf rvmax
+ \i;max
+ vmax)
w
I
s

This is a worst-case, extreme-loss estimate and several points need to be
emphasized. First, it is probably unlikely that any particular injection
well failure will be so complete that it contaminates both surface and subsurface resources and precipitates seismic disturbance. Contamination of
subsurface water supplies could easily occur without any surface contamination. The formula could be modified in particular instances where local
geologic conditions preclude such multiple resource contamination. While
unlikely, the total well-failure scenario is not inconceivable. For instance,
excessively high pumping pressures over a long time could build up or
unleash ground stress. If seismic activity followed, this could violate
(through faulting) the integrity of underground storage vaults and even
allow the escape of disposal fluids to the surface.
Second, the possibility of double-counting exists. Under certain conditions, the value of water supplies is fully capitalized into the market
value of the land served by those supplies. If this is true, then it would be
inappropriate to estimate economic loss by adding land values to water
values. Theoretically, there is no difficulty since it can be specified that
V 1 is the "location' ' value of land without any attached water rights.
Empirically, it would be hard to find the market value of land without
water.
The representative calculations in this study assume no capitalization.
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When estimating loss potential for a particular well site, the water value
term, V W' could be appropriately discounted if capitalization were
thought to be nearly complete.

Table 2 presents an application for assessing potential loss magnitudes
using various assumptions developed in th is study. The last column shows
the expected present values of uncertainty under varying risk and resource loss magnitude assumptions. The calculated values were derived
according to the equations developed in "Uncertainty as a Cost" {seep.
12). The origins of the hypothetical parameters are explained in Table 3.
Risk alternatives A-F (Table 2) may be viewed as potential alternative
well locations. They represent maximum loss potentials, given a certainty
of failure, and can be interpreted as the total value of resources put in a
risky position. Total failure would entail the complete contamination of
subsurface water supplies. Land would be so spoiled that it would yield
no rent. Seismic activity precipitated by the injection process would have
destroyed all structures and real property improvements. While the probability of this total catastrophe is clearly low, it is not 0. It is meaningful
at least in giving ai1 indication of the amount of resources endangered
by a waste injection facility.
The well site represented by alternative A (Table 2) is near the Washington, D.C., area and endangers the Potomac River Basin. At a retail price
of $2.06 per thousand cubic feet, a rough value of the water supply is
thus $42,041, 191. (Multiplying a market price by a certain quantity of
a commodity does not generally give an economic value for that quantity
since infra-marginal units are much more highly valued than the last marginal unit. The computed value is therefore an estimate.) The assumption
of a contamination period of one year makes this figure reflect the total
value of water supplies threatened by waste injection. Surface risk area
is specified at 1,000 acres, land market value at $2,000 per acre, and surface contamination period at one year. Assuming little development in
the thousand acre area, the hypothetical value of I {structures) is set
at $500,000. This gives a computed expected value of uncertainty of

$44,540, 191.
Alternative 8 demonstrates the importance of the location of subsurface
water supplies to the computation of loss potential. This alternative considers a well that is placed in proximity to a much larger water reservoir,
here the size of the estimated water storage capacity of the City and
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County of San Francisco. Alternative C, in contrast to 8, demonstrates
the savings resulting from prudent placement of the disposal well in relation to water supplies. With the injection well located away from major
subsurface reservoirs and local water assumed at 50,000 acre-feet, the
value of threatened water resources is $4,486,680. The total value of resources exposed to risk by the disposal well is thus less than $7 ,000,000,
roughly 1/10 of the exposure if the well had been located near the larger
San Francisco reservoir.
Alternative D represents the effects of a change in the assumed area of
surface risk. The figure of 1,000,000 acres is purely hypothetical but
could have been generated in a particular well placement by considering
a combination of geologic conditions and the volume of waste fluid. A
shallow but widely distributed storage cavity would threaten more surface acreage than a deep and narrow storage chamber of similar capacity.
For a given underground storage site, greater quantities of injected waste
fluid would endanger more surface area. Therefore, one well placement
could expose only 1,000 acres while another well placement, similar in
virtually every respect except location or volume, could expose 100 times
that amount.
In alternative £, the surface-risk area assumption was restored to 1,000
acres so that this alternative focuses on the value of threatened structures
and real property improvements. Note that this is not double-counting
with alternative D since only the location value of land, devoid of any
improvements, was considered. As Table 2 shows, with modest estimates
of water supply and surface-risk area, the value of real property improvements becomes the primary determinant of the expected value of uncertainty. This underscores the importance of locating disposal wells outside
of major population areas where the value of structures in the vicinity
of the well site might approach the hypothetical value of $50,000,000.
The significance of the value of structures near the disposal site also highlights the importance of keeping well locations away from areas of seismic
activity. Not only would local faulting increase the likelihood of subsurface contamination, but it would also increase the chances that pumping pressures might trigger seismic activity which would threaten local
buildings.
In alternativesA-£, the assumption was made that all disposal well-related
damage occurred within one year of the time of well failure. In the case
of contaminated surface or underground water resources, this cou Id easily
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be unrealistic. In alternative F, the contamination period for water reservoir and surface areas was set at 10 years to illustrate how the duration
of contamination could affect computation of losses. In this alternative,
gradual decontamination throughout the 10-year period was assumed
and all magnitudes discounted to present values at a 10-percent discount
rate. The impact of a 10-year contamination can be assessed by comparison with alternative C which was identical to F except for its assumption
of a one-year contamination period.
Risk alternatives C-F are elementary forms of sensitivity analysis. Typical
values for the variables were assigned, and one assumption at a time was
changed to calculate its specific impact on the final calculation of expected values. The various computed results represent the maximum
possible losses which could occur in the event of a well failure. In alternative G the probability of well failure was considered. Thep wf of .0027156
was generated in the following manner.
In "Uncertainty as a Cost" (p. 12), the probability of well failure was
discussed and was seen to originate from human or mechanical error or
from seismic disturbance. A representative task was shown to have a
probability of human error of .9797. To generate a hypotheticalpwf, the
assumption was made that this risk alternative consisted of a disposal
well, the operation of which entailed 12 such tasks. A series of 12 tasks
having a success rate of .9797 each yields a total operation success rate
of .7818 or a probability of failure of .2182. Since it is unlikely that aH
errors could generate a system failure endangering nearby resources, it
was specified that only one error in 100 is critical. This gives a ph of
.002182. The assumption was also made (see "Uncertainty as a Cost,"
p. 12) that mechanical failures are 1/4 as frequent as human failures.
This gives a pm of .0005455, which combines to yield a probability of
critical well failure of .0027263. Applying this to the hypothetical baseline loss assumptions from alternative C gives an expected value of uncertainty of $19,048.
Risk alternative His merely the same computation with an assumed ph of
1/2 that of alternative G. In alternative I is introduced the probability
of geologically induced well failure. The hypothetical level of risk is specified at 1 in 1,000, which yields an expected uncertainty value of $26,016.
As the last three alternatives indicate, even while the value of resources
endangered by deep-well disposal is considerable, the low probability of
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such an extreme event reduces the expected value of such an alternative
to modest levels. Two factors deserve mention.
First, the direct cost advantage of an injection well disposal alternative
over competing disposal techniques may often be only a few thousand
dollars. If the competing techniques are known to generate little risk, then
the addition of the indirect costs of uncertainty to the direct operating
costs of an injection well alternative may be sufficient to render that al ternative no longer economically feasible.
An additional consideration is the mode of analysis employed by the
decisionmaker. Expected cost minimization is only one of many available techniques. Expected cost calculations are founded in the law of
large numbers, yet individuals must operate in the real world of relatively
small numbers. The law of large numbers is thus small consolation to one
particular well owner who finds himself brought to bankruptcy by litigation stemming from a contaminating well failure. Where an admittedly
low probability well failure would nonetheless be financially devastating
to the well owners, decision techniques other than expected cost minimization would be appropriate.
No attempt was made in this study to develop a complete decision framework for evaluating the waste injection process. Rather, the objective
was to identify the types of deep-well disposal costs. In particular, the
risk of well failure was brought into the cost calculations by an expected
value technique. It is hoped that this research will contribute to the
growing literature on deep-well waste disposal by showing explicitly how
decisionmakers may quantify the many uncertainties associated with the
waste injection process.
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FIGURES

FIGURE 1
Growth of Deep-Well Waste Injection (from 1950)
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FIGURE 2
Distribution of Injection Wells by Industry Type*
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FIGURE 3
Injection Well Feasibility*
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FIGURE 4
Components of Injection Well System*
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FIGURE 5
Simulated Capital Costs of an Injection Well*
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TABLES

TABLE 1
Representative Calculation of Simple Task Reliability*
Task Reliability

Success Probability

.9984

a. Remove one fitting with
two wrenches .

.9952

b. Fasten filter to bulkhead
fitting .

.9930

c. Fasten new filter to highpressure fitting.

.9930

d. Fasten filter from pneumatic
line to vehicle.

*Source: Payne and Altman [1962).
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Task and Elements
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The Cost of Uncertainty*
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TABLE 3
Origin of Estimates of Disposal-Well Loss Parameters
Risk Alternative
A (u)

Origin
468,500 acre-feet-estimated water storage
capacity of Potomac River Basin, in Young, G. K.,
G. F. Tierney, and J. S. Selekof, 1972. The Importance of Economic Factors in Urban Surface Water
Supply Systems. Water Resources Engineers, Inc.,
p. 20.

(D)

Price of drinking water, average price-Washington,
D.C. SMSA, Young, G. K., G. F. Tierney, and
J. S. Selekof, 1972. The Importance of Economic
Factors in Urban Surface Water Supply Systems.
Water Resources Engineers, Inc., p. 43.

(n), (R), (A), (M), (I)

Assumptions hypothetical

B(u)

780,000 acre-feet-:-estimated water storage
capacity of City and County of San Francisco, in
Bain, Joe S., Richard E. Caves, and Julius Margolis,
1966. Northern California's Water Industry. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, p. 149.

C(u)

Assumption hypothetical

D(R)

Assumption hypothetical

E(I)

Assumption hypothetical

F(n), (m)

Assumption hypothetical

G ph, pm, pg

Hypothetical, see text
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The Virginia Water Resources Research Center is a federal-state partn£-rr.r.
agency attempting to find solutions to the state's water resources prob lc
through careful research and analysis. Established at Virginia Polytechn~ t ·r stitute and State University under provisions of the Water Research and D .. e ·
opment Act of 1978 (P.L. 95467), the Center serves five primary functi
•

•
•
•
•

It studies the state's water and related land-use problems, inc'u ing their ecological , political, economic, institutional, legal, and
social implications.
It sponsors and administers research investigations of these proo
Iems.
...
It collects and disseminates information about water resource
and water resources research.
It provides training opportunities in research for future wate
scientists enrolled at the state's colleges and universities.
It provides other public services to the state in a wide variety o
forms.

More information on programs and activities may be obtained by cont'1' t ....~
the Center at the address below.

Virginia Water Resources Research Center
617 North Main Street
Blacksburg, Virginia 24060
Phone(703)961~624

